
Adjectives, Nouns, Verbs (1)  

WALT : use adjectives, nouns and verbs effectively. 

What is an adjective? An adjective is a describing word. You can use adjectives to 

describe a noun.       yellow, happy, enormous 

 

What is a noun? A noun is a `thing`. A person, place or object.   Beyonce, elephant, sun 

 

What is a verb? A verb is a `doing word` this can be used to explain what a noun is 

doing.              singing, stomping, shining 

 

What is an adverb? An adverb is a word that describes a verb. It tells us how 

something is being done.           proudly, clumsily, brightly 

 

Here are some examples of how these words can be used to write descriptive 

statements… 

The yellow sun was shining brightly.  

Happy Beyonce was singing proudly. 

An enormous elephant was stomping clumsily. 
 

TASK  

1.Underline the adjective in these sentences (you can write these out in your books)… 

a. The beautiful fairy was flying elegantly through the woodland. 

b. An ugly witch cackled loudly as she mixed her potion. 

c. A crimson butterfly floated around the tulips as they blew in the wind. 

 

2.Circle the nouns in these sentences (there may be more than 1)… 

a. An elderly wizard had a new wand for his birthday. 

b. The galloping horse jumped over the fence. 

c. An intelligent boy answered all of the questions in the quiz correctly. 
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3. Put a wavy line below the verbs in these sentences… 

a. The happy children ran quickly across the field. 

b. An amazing choir sang tunefully in the concert. 

c. A yellow chick chirped as he broke free from the egg.  

 

4. Colour the adverbs in these sentences… 

a. The young bird flew cautiously from his nest. 

b. A kind gentleman walked happily to help the lady cross the street. 

c. The huge shop was full of customers excitedly doing their Christmas 

shopping. 

 

Now use the coding system below to text mark this paragraph… 

Underline = adjectives      Circle = nouns          Wavy line = verbs     Colour = adverbs 

The Big Race 

It was a beautiful sunny day. The happy children waited 

patiently to begin their race. The boys stood in a long line and when 

the teacher blew the whistle loudly they began to run quickly in a 

straight line. The children watched excitedly and cheered loudly. 

Sam triumphantly won the race! Tim fell over sadly and cut his knee 

but his kind friend James helped him up. The happy but tired 

children walked over to get their medals and wore them proudly. It 

was a great day! 

 

Let me know when you have completed this task and I will e mail the 

answers to you! 

 

 


